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Local dive trips and get together information
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Special dives will be organised in addition to the regular monthly day trips and could be day trips or weekend trips to the reef or 
the Yongala. Better watch your emails for future announcements.

Club meeting

March 2019

Junior Eisteddfod Association at 
67 Greenslopes Street, Edge Hill.
Starting with a BBQ at 7pm

For upcoming dive trip information keep 
an eye on your emails or visit the Nautilus 
website

Next club dive will be on Aquaquest 
departing from Port Douglas on April 
14th, please visit the website for more 
information.
The club meeting will be on the 24th April 
usual venue.

This month’s guest speaker will be Joelle Raabe. Joelle is the marketing manager for Walindi 
Plantation and the liveaboards MV Febrina and MV Oceania. She will be providing us with 
an update on what’s happening with these operations and how they are happy to continue 
supporting us a club .

http://www.nautilus-scuba.net


 

15 – 22 September 2019  
(7 nights/15 boat dives) – flying with Air Niugini 

Max 16 pax (7+1, 14+2 FOC discounts) 

Deposit of $400 to the Club account will confirm your spot on the trip. 
To sign up or for more info, contact Akiko, Overseas Trip Coordinator via email: 
overseastrips@nautilus-scuba.net. 
                                                                               (Photo credits:  Colin Tonazzi;  baraccuda photo:  Terry Cummins) 
 

UP COMING TRIP



UP COMING TRIP

NAUTILUS SCUBA CLUB NORTH SULAWESI    THU 14 - TUE 26 NOVEMBER 2019
Stay / Dive Package includes:

Flights with Singapore Airlines 
AUD 11�9 with overnight flights  or AUD ��9 
with stopovers in Singapore (not included) 

Price:
        AUD 2,173 pp

• 5 nights in Thalassa Manado
• 5 nights in Thalassa Lembeh
• Full board meal plan
• All airport & resort transfers
• 18 dives
• Unlimited house reef diving



Club Trip to Lissenung Resort, PNG Nov 2018 
by Darren Bowers

Papua New Guinea’s official travel slogan is A Million Different 
Journeys. Previously, this was the Land of the Unexpected. Our club 
trip to Lissenung Island Resort, Papua New Guinea was accurately 
summed up in both slogans, whether we liked it or not.
Only around 10,000 divers a year travel to PNG so it remains 
of the world’s premier untouched destinations, catering for 
spectacular diving and specialising in the slow-paced island life that 
accompanies it. In contrast to the reports of dangers and personal 
safety, the PNG people are very friendly and welcoming. Lissenung 
Island is one of 149 islands in the New Ireland province alone, 
so the amount of quality diving available from the one place is 
overwhelming.
Lissenung Island Resort itself is a beautiful island retreat located 2 
degrees south of the equator. The island is a 5-acre sand island and 
is mostly covered in tropical trees and gardens with well-maintained 
walkways between the main meals/kitchen area, the office and dive 
storage/prep area and each of the traditional bungalows. The rooms 
are built off the ground using all traditional materials and were 
arranged around the island in such a way that keeps each hut in its 
own private location away from all the others. So, at times, you feel 
like you are the only occupants on the island. It is very quiet and 
very relaxing. The food was all prepared fresh by the staff who live 
locally on adjoining islands and travel in every day to maintain the 
accommodation and prepare the wonderful food.
So, the basic premise for my trip to Lissenung was simple: do some 
diving, relax a lot, bring a ring, pick a nice dive site and then pop the 
question underwater. It seemed simple enough in my head.
Now, I am going to apologise upfront for my lack of diverse 
pescatoalogical knowledge or even having a functional memory 
long enough to remember and log what I see on a dive when I get 
out. I admit to being somewhat of an experienced casual compared 
to my fellow seasoned divers on this trip, having only clocked up 
a meagre 70 dives at this stage of my diving experience. I dive 
because its relaxing and I get to see the odd shark and mostly 
pretend I’m floating around in outer space. So, writing up the club 
trip and associated underwater life for a dive club newsletter, I do 
feel a bit out of my depth here (sorry...). If you’re after a detailed 
dive log with fancy fish names and such, you’re going to be a bit 
disappointed. Unlike Akiko’s tried-and-tested 2-star rating system 
and post-dive in-depth journal reviews, my dives typically get 
categorised like “cool, lots of fish” or “water was warm” or the best 
dives get “saw a shark…nice”. However, I admit to being lucky on 
this trip. On our dive on the Catalina wreck, I accidentally spotted 
and subsequently scared off the elusive Crocodilefish, so I got that 
going for me which is nice.
Day 1 (Saturday). Leaving Cairns was the easy part. Air Niugini 
flight PX93 took us directly into Jacksons International Airport in 
Port Moresby where we collected our bags and headed over to the 
domestic terminal. When we arrived, there was some confusion 
as we were told that part of our collective would not be getting 
onto the next flight to Kavieng so six of us were unable to board 
the flight. They even split up Valerie and me who had checked in 
together at Cairns. We then tried to get Andrew on the flight as 
he had one less day than everyone else and so I could stay in Port 
Moresby with Valerie, but they informed us that even this was not 
possible! So, reluctantly, in the expectation that the remaining party 
would be on a flight tomorrow, we boarded the Kavieng flight and 
left the remaining group to enjoy the cultural wonders that Port 
Moresby had on offer. It seems that in Papua New Guinea, cargo 
can sometimes takes precedence over people, which some smaller 
towns rely on. It’s just part of small country infrastructure.
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After a short stop in Rabaul for fuel and passenger swaps, we landed in 
Kavieng feeling a little deflated having our original party split in two. We 
were met by Bruno and the Lissenung Island team to be ferried over to the 
island. A short, bumpy (and slightly damp) boat ride later we arrived at night 
to a canine welcoming chorus from Roxy, Eddie and two other furry island 
mascots. Dietmer was also there to welcome us to his island paradise where 
we were given a brief tour of the facilities and offered a fantastic traditional 
Papuan meal cooked by the local staff. Dinner was followed by the normal chit 
chat and it was early off to our respective traditional huts for some much-
needed sleep.
Day 2 (Sunday) was an early start made somewhat easier by fresh PNG coffee 
and a cooked breakfast, then off to get our dive gear ready. We donned our 
thermal underwear and were met by our local Dive Master Angi e??  (Do you 
mean Dietmar’s partner Angelique a.k.a. Ange? OR the local Dive Master, 
whose name I can’t quite recall by was it Angi?)and headed over to the boat. 
If the crystal-clear waters off the island were an early indication of the diving, 
we were in for a treat. First dive was about a 20-minute boat ride away and 
dropped us into a warm 30°C dive around Albatross Passage. A gorgeous 
wall dive teeaming with plenty of life. Second dive took us nearby to Danny’s 
Bommie both of which lived up to expectations in the sheer diverseness of 
the marine life.

Arriving back from Danny’s Bommie, we were informed that our stricken 
party in Port Moresby were still stuck in the airport, having attempted to 
check in, only to be told that the flight was cancelled, and they would not be 
going anywhere for the day. Needless to say, this was not well received and 
were forced to once again enjoy the spectacular nightlife and attractions that 
Port Moresby had on offer. They were somewhat buoyed by the news of an 
early flight leaving in the morning to move the stricken passengers from the 
cancelled flight.
We then headed out for our third dive of the day to Matrix where we were 
again, not disappointed with the fantastic underwater life that surrounds 
Papua New Guinea.
Amongst all this drama, I still had my plans of a romantic proposal and how 
I was going to achieve this, admittedly causing some slight anxiety. So, with 
the expectation that Valerie would arrive early tomorrow the following day on 
the replacement flight I felt I needed to get my butt into gear enlist the help 
of our resident organiser extraordinaire, Akiko and Jim who luckily happened 
to be there too. So, Akiko, Jim and I made some basic plans of when, where 
and how and left the rest to some organic further planning (i.e. we’ll figure 
something out)
Day 3 (Monday) we started to get into the swing of island life in Lissenung, 
but upon arrival at breakfast, we learned that, somehow, only two of the 
hapless Port Moresby crew had boarded the early replacement flight headed 
for Kavieng. Andrew and Ian had made it on, but the rest were turned 
away, boarding passes in hand. This was not part of the plans and was not 
only frustrating but could severely put a damper on everyone’s holiday. As 
much as I was happy for Ian and Andrew, I couldn’t help but be worried that 
everything was going south with what I had planned too. It was also hard to 
fully immerse myself into the holiday with Valerie still enjoying the cultural 
delights of Port Moresby and wondering if the holiday was ever actually going 
to begin.
The morning dives for the day took us to Peter’s Patch and back to Matrix 
again before retiring back to the island for lunch. Afternoon dive was at the 
Nusa blowholes where there were some interesting swim-throughs and what 
looked like a White tTip reef shark nursery.
When we arrived back from the afternoon dive, we realised the rest of the 
Port Moresby crew had finally arrived, where they wasted no time and kitted 
up for a late afternoon dive on the House reef, presumably to wash away the 
frustration of the last few days’ adventure.
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Club Trip to Lissenung Resort, PNG Nov 2018 
by Darren Bowers

Day 4 (Tuesday) finally saw everyone head out together where 
we visited Helmut’s Reef and Matrix in the morning with the 
afternoon dive taking us from Denny’s Bommie over to Albatross 
Passage again. During the day we stopped off at some shallow 
water and met with some of the local children and were given 
some coconuts and locally sourced watery Rose-apples.
Day 5 (Wednesday) took us to some of my favourite dives of the 
whole trip. The first dive was a 40m deep dive onto Deep ‘Pete’ 
on the western side of Nusa Lik island off Kavieng. Lying upside 
down on the sand is a Mitsubishi F1M Floatplane. Heading 
into some unsettling weather, we dropped off the boat into a 
sizable swell offshore and immediately headed down to 40m. 
Once the wreck came into view it became eerily calm, with no 
noticeable surge and surprisingly bright with excellent visibility 
for the depth. Due to the dive profile, you get a very short time 
to appreciate the wreck but was easily one of the highlight dives 
of the trip for me.
The second and third dives of the morning were the RAAF PBY 
Catalina wreck and the Japanese Nakajima B5N ‘Kate’ 3-seater 
bomber. Both wrecks were great dives and were teeming with 
life. The Catalina was a highlight again. As I was filming some 
GoPro footage, I briefly noticed a well-camouflaged Crocodilefish 
on top of part of a wing section before it flicked its tail and 
headed deep inside the wreck for safety.
So eventually we get to the last dive of the day where Akiko, 
Jim and I had tentatively scheduled in for THE dive. Nods and 
rings were exchanged before the dive and other members of the 
party deemed necessary were informed of the plans. Akiko had 
sourced a nice bivalve shell for presentation; Jim had applied 
some expert craftsmanship to the shell to secure the ring and 
we all headed out on the boat once again to Albatross Passage. 
The dive started out as per normal, and I waited for the signal 
from everyone that it was the time. Valerie decided right at that 
moment she was going to steam off and lead the dive as it was 
all too slow for her liking. While Akiko was placing the shell and 
ring, Jim was chasing down Valerie to bring her back and show 
her this fascinating underwater thing he had found. Meanwhile, 
I was heading down to join them and was attempting to pull a 
dive slate out of my boots I had prepared earlier. During all this 
commotion, Suzanne (who was not party to any of the plan) 
decided that she would bomb in and see what everyone was 
looking at. So, picture this: Valerie without her glasses trying to 
figure out what she was looking at; Suzanne wondering what the 
hell everyone was looking at and me having difficulty literally 
trying to get the words out. All the while Andrew was trying to 
get some professional photos of the whole event. 
Well it all went well, she said yes, and I got whacked on the 
ascent for ruining her dive and using all her air. 
We did get treated to a nice romantic dinner on the balcony of 
our hut and even a nice bottle of champagne. Huge Tthanks to 
Dietmer and Ange at the resort!
Day 6 (Thursday) was diving off Nautilus Reef and Baudisson Bay 
which was a spectacular wall dive. These were my final dives as 
my ears finally decided to call an end to my dive holiday, but it 
was a fantastic dive with plenty to see to end the trip on.
Final thoughts? Despite the travel woes, which we were assured 
was not a common occurrence, I would definitely head back to 
the island for another dive holiday. The whole team at Lissenung 
were friendly, warm and welcoming and the diving was nothing 
short of spectacular. If you like your diving holidays relaxing and 
quiet, with a bit of the unexpected thrown in for good measure, 
then this might just be what the dive doctor ordered.
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(Photo taken by Grant Thomas.  Pictured (from left to right): Front Row – Valerie, Judy, Suzanne, Akiko, Victoria.  Back Row – Darren, Ian, 
Gilbert, Jen, Jim, Dietmar, Ange, Ulf, Dave M, Rosemary, Dave H.)
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Supporting the Nautilus Scuba Club

HIGH  SCAN

GREAT BARRIER REEF

CAIRNS - AUSTRALIA

www.cairnsgbr.info

MV CHERTAN Milne Bay
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